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Union Budget 2013-14: An Analysis  
  
The Union Budget 2013-14 has been framed keeping in mind the recent slowdown of the Indian economy. The Economic Survey 
2012-13 highlights a number of factors which are responsible for this slowdown, for example - monetary and fiscal stimulus, inflation 
etc.  
 

1. The boost to demand given by monetary and fiscal stimulus following the global financial crisis was large, even though the 
economy was already reaching the limits to its potential growth before the crisis. The resulting recovery from the crisis was 
strong and final consumption grew at an average of over 8 percent annually between 2009-10 and 2011-12. One consequence 
was strong inflation, and a powerful monetary response that also slowed consumption demand.  
 

 
2. Starting in 2011-12, corporate and infrastructure investment started slowing both as a result of policy bottlenecks as well as 

the tighter monetary policy. Unfortunately, even as the economy slowed, it was hit by two additional shocks: a slowing 
global economy, weighed down by the crisis in the Euro area and uncertainties about fiscal policy in the United States, and a 
weak monsoon, at least in its initial phase.  

 
3. As growth slowed and government revenues did not keep pace with spending, the fiscal deficit threatened to breach the 

target. With government savings falling, and private savings also shrinking, the current account deficit – which is the 
investment that cannot be financed by domestic savings and has to be financed from abroad – also widened.  

 
Due to such above mentioned factors, Indian economy is faced with several intended and unintended consequences. Crucial decisions 
on various heads like fiscal consolidation, tracking investment, medium and long term stimulus growth to absorb youth in the job 
market, social sector spending, tackling inflation had to be given priorities while preparing this last full term budget by the UPA II 
government before the general election in 2014. Thus following three objectives were broadly focused in the budget. 
 

1. India has to revive growth, and that growth has to provide more decent jobs for the many millions who will join the labor 
force, even while reducing poverty.  

2. India needs to shift from consumption to investment, that is, increase our savings especially government savings and 
household financial savings, even as we also increase corporate and infrastructure investment.  

3. India needs macroeconomic stabilization – to bring down inflation, the fiscal deficit and the current account deficit.  
 
Along such objectives, the Union Budget 2013-14 has attempted to draft a budget balancing both the growth revival strategy and the 
inclusion policy of UPA II. It has outlined pro-aam admi measures to expand opportunities for the aam admi and for promoting public 
interest. It delivers to the commitment to make development economically and ecologically sustainable and democratically legitimate. 
It aims at higher growth leading to inclusive and sustainable growth. In this context, it lays emphasis on inclusive development by 
striving to improve human development indicators especially of weaker sections like women, scheduled castes, scheduled 
tribes etc.  
 

An Inclusive Budget 

Along with resource allocation, the budget has extensively dealt with the programmes which can support the Aam Aadmi of this 
country. Towards this end, it has covered programmes for student, teachers, middle class, disabled people, farmers and workers from 
unorganised sector and safe guarding urban population and vulnerable groups like women, youth and poor. 

The Budget 2013-14 has substantially increased the allocation for Scheduled Caste Sub Plan and Tribal Sub Plan and the funds 
cannot be diverted. The revised estimates of allocation has also been increased by 60% to Ministry of Minority Affairs and an 
allocation of 160 crore has been made to the corpus of Maulana Azad Education Foundation to raise its corpus to 1,500 crore 
during 12th Plan period  for  the minority community  in the country. 

To provide support to people with disabilities, government also committed to allocate a sum of Rs. 110 crore to the Department of 
Disability Affairs for the Assistance to Disabled People Scheme (AIDP).  
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Economic Opportunities for the Aam Aadmi 

• Rajiv Gandhi Equity Savings Scheme to be liberalised 
• Benefits or preferences enjoyed by MSME to continue upto three years after they grow out of this category 
• Refinancing capacity of SIDBI raised to 10,000 crore 
• Another sum of 100 crore provided to India Microfinance Equity Fund 
• A corpus of 500 crore to SIDBI to set up a Credit Guarantee Fund for factoring. 
• A sum of 2,200 crore during the 12th Plan period to set up 15 additional Tool Rooms and Technology 

Development Centres with World Bank assistance. 
• Ministry of Corporate Affairs to notify that funds provided to technology incubators located within academic 

Institutions and approved by the Ministry of Science and Technology or Ministry of MSME will qualify as CSR 
expenditure 

• Target of skilling 50 million people in the 12th Plan period, including 9 million in 2013-14 
• Expanding Banking Services via Post Offices: An ambitious IT driven project to modernise the postal network at a 

cost of Rs. 4,909 crore. Post offices to become part of the core banking solution and offer real time banking 
services. 

 

One of the major highlights of the union budget was the three promises made by the government to the women, the poor and the 
youth. The budget has special provisions for women this year. The Finance Minister has proposed to set up a government-owned 
bank to lend to women and women-run businesses and also a creation of 1000 crore Nirbhaya Fund for safety of women. The 
Ministry of Women and Child Development has also been given additional sum to design schemes that will address the concerns of 
gender discrimination especially at workplace. 

For the poor of India, direct benefit transfer scheme will be rolled out throughout the country during the term of the UPA 
Government with the motive “Aapka paisa aapke haath.” In addition to this, Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana will be extended to 
other marginalised groups like rickshaw, auto-rickshaw and taxi drivers, sanitation workers, rag pickers and mine workers etc. 
 
The Budget proposes to motivate the youth to voluntarily join skill development programmes. In this context, the 12th Plan targets to 
skill 50 million people including 9 million in 2013-14. National Institute of Sports Coaching will be set up at Patiala at a cost of 250 
crore over a period of three years. 
 
The Budget also tries to protect the savings of middle class and poor by proposing to introduce new instruments such as Inflation 
Indexed Bonds or Inflation Indexed National Security Certificates. The structure and tenor of the instruments will be announced in 
due course. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Special Emphasis on Farmers 

 
This year the budget has special focus on the agriculture sector. The agricultural credit expenditure will be increased from Rs. 
575,000 crore for 2012-13 to Rs. 700,000 crore for 2013-14. Farmers who do not default on payment get easy cash with interest 
discount. Interest on farm credit for those paying on time was brought down to 5% from the standard rate of 7% for the last budget, in 
addition to providing more time to repay loans. The budget also announced Farmer Producer Organizations to boost market 
facilities. 
 
The National Livestock Mission will be launched in 2013-14 to attract investment and to enhance productivity taking into account 
local agro climatic conditions. There will be a sub-Mission for increasing the availability of feed and fodder. 
 
The budget also supports the Green Revolution in the Eastern Indian States with an allocation of Rs. 1000 crore in 2013-14. The 
original Green Revolution States faced the problem of stagnating yields and over-exploitation of water resources therefore the budget 
seeks to remedy this by allocating Rs. 500 crore to start a program on crop diversification that would promote technological 
innovation and encourage farmers to choose crop alternatives. 
 
The budget provides Rs. 9,954 crore to the Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana  for mobilizing higher investment in agriculture and 
Rs.2,250 crore to the National Food Security Mission to bridge yield gaps. 
 
It also proposes to start pilot Nutri-Farms to help check malnutrition and a sum of Rs.2000 crore has been allocated to start the pilot 
project. The Nutri-Farm programme will introduce new crop variety that is rich in micro-nutrients. 
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Unorganised Sector 
 
For the unorganized sector, a comprehensive social security package will be evolved by facilitating convergence among different 
schemes. The package will include life-cum-disability cover, health cover, and maternity assistance and pension benefits. The present 
schemes such as AABY, JSBY, RSBY, JSY and IGMSY are run by different ministries and departments. The budget proposes to 
facilitate convergence among the various stakeholder ministries/departments so that a comprehensive social security package can be 
evolved 
 

 
 

Strengthening Balanced Regional Development 
 
The budget has laid emphasis on poorer and far flung regions for attaining a balanced regional development. Numbers of steps 
have been taken towards this end. For example, a Backwards Regions Grant Fund has been set up which will evolve new criteria for 
determining backwardness to and reflect them in future planning and devolution of funds. For improving public infrastructure and 
connecting the nation the Government has proposed to construct a Leh-Kargil Transmission Line from Srinagar to Leh at a cost of 
Rs. 1,840 crore. Further, the Budget allocates additional funds within the share of the Government of India in the overall outlay during 
2013-14 for the Delhi Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC ). It has also announced the development of the Chennai-Bengaluru 
Industrial corridor .  

 
Two new major ports will be established in Sagar, West Bengal and in Andhra Pradesh to add 100 million tonnes of capacity. A new 
outer harbour will be developed in the VOC port at Thoothukkudi, Tamil Nadu through PPP at an estimated cost of Rs.7500 crore. 
Further, a Bill to declare the Lakhipur-Bhangra stretch in Assam as the sixth national waterways will be moved in Parliament. 

 
In the area of Oil and Gas, the Budget has proposed that the 5 MMTPA LNG terminals in Dabhol, Maharashtra will be fully 
operational in 2013-14. Also, 3000 kms of road projects in Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh will 
be awarded in the first six months of 2013-14. Combining the ‘Look East’ policy  and the interests of the North Eastern States, 
assistance from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank will be sought to build roads in the North-Eastern States and 
connect them to Myanmar. 
 

Promoting Economic Growth and Redistributing Dividends of Growth 
 
Given the existing shrinking economic space, where India’s major economic indicators in 2012-13 have shown declining trend, 
Finance Minister presumably had a tough situation to prepare a budget, which needed to have both the faces of inclusion and 
economic revival. The GDP growth rate has gone down to 5.0% in 2012-13 from 6.2% in 2011-12, which is all time low since last two 
decades. The savings rate has gone down to 30.8% in 2012-13 from 34.0% in 2012-12. Inflation has touched double digit figure again 
to 10% from 8.4% in the previous year. Even India’s external sector has seen a negative growth rates with export rate going down to -
4.9% from 21.3% and import rate also to negative figure from 32.3%. So, India is passing through a difficult economic phase, though 
not critical, as mentioned by the Chief Economic Advisor Dr Raghuram Rajan, as its foreign exchange reserve is still US $ 295.5 
billion and its fiscal deficit has marginally come down to 5.1% from 5.7%. Also rest of the world except China and Indonesia is 
growing at slower rate than India. 
 
Given the demographic dividend, India therefore needs to meet its economic challenge by creating more productive jobs 
through economic growth, labour reforms and hassle-free business climate. Such job creation needs to come from high 
productivity service sector and also from manufacturing sector. Having such economic challenges, the present budget has crafted a 

With a special focus on aam-admi the Budget has proposed the following for Micro, Small and Medium 
Enterprises: 
 

● Benefits or preferences enjoyed by MSME to continue upto three years after they grow out of this 
category. 

● Refinancing capacity of SIDBI raised to 10,000 crore. 
● Another sum of 100 crore provided to India Microfinance Equity Fund. 
● A corpus of 500 crore to SIDBI to set up a Credit Guarantee Fund for factoring. 
● A sum of 2,200 crore during the 12th Plan period to set up 15 additional Tool Rooms and 

Technology Development Centres with World Bank assistance. 
● Ministry of Corporate Affairs to notify that funds provided to technology incubators located within 

academic Institutions and approved by the Ministry of 
● Science and Technology or Ministry of MSME will qualify as CSR expenditure. 
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● Relief for Tax payers in the first bracket of Rs 2 lakhs to Rs 5 lakhs. A tax credit of Rs 2000 to every person with 
total income upto Rs 5 lakhs. No increase in tax base.. 

● Surcharge of 10 percent on persons (other than companies) whose taxable income exceed 1 crore to augment 
revenues. 

● Education cess to continue at 3 percent. 
● Duty on imported luxury goods such as high end motor vehicles, motor cycles, yachts and similar vessels increased. 
● Specific excise duty on cigarettes increased by about 18 percent. Similar increase on cigars, cheroots and cigarillos. 
● Excise duty on SUVs increased from 27 to 30 percent. Not applicable for SUVs registered as taxies. 
● Excise duty on marble increased from 30 per square meter to 60 per square meter. 
● Duty on mobile phones priced at more than 2000 raised to 6 percent. 
● Proposals to levy Service Tax on all air conditioned restaurant. 
● It addressed the issue of skill deficit in Indian economy with various schemes from which funding will be sourced 

spelled out. 
● It has rationalized the plan expenditure and strengthened Indian federation all at the same time. The promise is that 

173 centrally sponsored schemes would collapse to 70 schemes and the central component these will be transferred to 
state as part of Central Plan Assistance. 

●  It has kept funding provision of Rs 5000 crores through NABARD for construction of go-downs which can be 
accessed by Panchayats, where farmers can store their products. This is a first move towards providing for 
institutionally decentralized stocking of produce, recognized worldwide as fundamental requirement for ensuring 
food security in any country. 

 

roadmap for revival of economic growth by re-generating investment confidence in the market. Thus measures on infrastructure, 
investment, savings, mining sector, textile and financial sectors have been prioritised.  
 
The Budget has also made efforts to redistribute dividends of growth to benefit the aam-admi. These measures vary from 
providing relief for tax payers to benefiting farmers. The measures are as follows:- 
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Exports Rise in 
January, End 8-
Month Falling 
Trend 
(Sidhartha, Samachar, 13 February, 
2013) 
  
Exports are estimated to have gone up 
by 0.8% to $25.6 billion in January 
2013, ending eight straight months of 
decline. Imports during the first month 
of 2013 are estimated to have 
increased by 6.1% to $45.6 billion. 
While rising exports are good news, 
the expansion in imports at a faster 
clip suggests that trade deficit widened 
further to almost $20 billion in 
January, compared to $17.6 billion a 
year ago. Oil imports climbed 6.9% to 
$15.9 billion in January, while non-oil 
imports were 5.7% higher at $29.7 
billion. 
The marginal rise in exports is in line 
with the trend of the pace of 
contraction slowing down over the 
past few months as traders have 
responded by improving 
competitiveness and the government 
has also offered sops to boost 
shipments from the country. 
The good news on the export front 
will offer some comfort to the Reserve 
Bank of India which has been worried 
about the widening current account 
deficit, primarily due to rising trade 
deficit. It will also provide much-
needed cheer to the government which 
has been looking for green shoots to 
sell the India story to foreign investors 
once again. 
  
http://www.samachar.com/Exports-
rise-in-January-end-8month-falling-
trend-ncnkMsjaihj.html 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Naina Bhardwaj) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Only Money in 
Circulation can 
Save the Economy 
(Gayatri Nayak, The Economic 
Times, 13 February, 2013) 
 
Indians, once among the top savers in 
the world — next only to China — are 
set to save less this year. The current 
economic trends show that Indians are 
saving less and borrowing more gold. 
Even Finance Minister P 
Chidambaram made a passionate case 
for savings to be routed to financial 
instruments instead of real assets. 
Mutual fund investments were not that 
popular because of the fluctuating net 
asset value while bonds were largely 
inaccessible for retail investors. Bank 
deposits were the favourite because of 
their security aspect but over the years 
it has become unfavourable “because 
of the partial tax treatment and 
artificially low interest rates that led to 
negative return.” Since liberalization 
in 1991 gold and real estate have been 
the most popular choice of investment 
for its assured profits. “A slowdown in 
savings is also a concern for policy 
makers, as growth will have to be 
financed by foreign inflows which 
could add to the external sector 
pressures.” Issues like inflation and 
current account deficit and fiscal 
deficit have reduced their faith on the 
currency and these factors should be 
addressed urgently for Indian savings 
proportion to increase. 
 
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
news/economy/finance/only-money-
in-circulation-can-lift-the-
economy/articleshow/18474563.cms 
Date Accessed: 13.2.2013 
(Simi Sunny) 

 

 Taxation Should be 
Made More 
Progressive 
 (Vinod Vyasalu, Outlook, 18 
February, 2013) 
 
India, being a welfare state, has 
financed the essential services for its 
citizens through taxation. “It is an 

accepted principle of taxation that it 
should be broad-based, equitable and 
progressive. There must be a link 
between an individual’s income and 
tax obligation: those with higher 
incomes must pay a higher percentage 
of it.” 
But over the years the Indian tax 
system has failed to be progressive 
enough. Though with rapid economic 
growth the numbers of high income 
individuals have been increasing, their 
newly increased income is out of the 
tax net since the highest marginal rate 
of tax is only 30 per cent. This is 
perhaps the lowest in the world. 
According to the author there is scope 
for at least two higher rates: 40 
percent for inco-mes above Rs 50 lakh 
a year and 50 per cent for earnings 
over a crore. It is not only in the 
national interest that richer people 
should pay more tax, it is crucial on 
equity and revenue grounds. 
The author also stresses on the 
introduction of inheritance tax or 
estate duty. “This is done by levying a 
tax (say, 35-40 per cent) on the wealth 
left behind when one dies, so that a 
good part of that wealth returns to 
society—usually in three generations 
unless the successors also earn in their 
own right.” 
 
http://www.outlookindia.com/article.a
spx?283847 
Date Accessed: 13.2.2013 
(Simi Sunny) 
 

Labour Shortage to 
Grow in the Next 10 
Years: Survey 
(The Economic Times, 11 February, 
2013) 
 
A report titled ‘Indian Construction 
Sector – The Great Leap Forward’ by 
Synergy Property Development 
Services  has said that “labor shortage 
is pegged to go up by 65 per cent by 
the next decade with more workforce 
moving from traditional brick and 
mortar industry like the construction 
and real estate sectors to services 
industry.” This trend has been 
attributed the shift of workforce from 
traditional construction and real estate 
sectors to service industry like 
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banking, telecom, IT, ITeS. “This 
shortage in the construction sector will 
drive the industry to adopt 
mechanization and also project 
management.” According to the report 
the next 10 years will be a period of 
caution and uncertainty, with 
innovation and technology adoption 
being the guiding force. Further, rising 
cost of construction materials and 
inflation will remain a concern. 
 
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
news/news-by-industry/jobs/labour-
shortage-to-grow-65-pc-by-next-
decade-
survey/articleshow/18447867.cms 
Date Accessed: 13.2.2013 
(Simi Sunny) 
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POLITICS AND 
GOVERNANCE  

 

Development Minus 
Green Shoots 
(T.R. Shankar Raman & M.D. 
Madhusudan, The Hindu, 13 
February, 2013) 
  
The Ministry of Environment and 
Forests partially revoked a crucial 
order that it had issued in August 
2009, which made the consent of gram 
sabhas mandatory for projects seeking 
diversion of forest lands for non-forest 
purposes. Now, “projects like 
construction of roads, canals, laying of 
pipelines/optical fibres and 
transmission lines etc where linear 
diversion of forest land in several 
villages are involved” have been 
exempted from obtaining the consent 
of the gram sabhas concerned. The 
2009 order had empowered forest-
dwelling communities to reject 
projects harming the local 
environment, livelihoods and culture. 
It was a very successful legislation 
and affected gram sabhas of the 
Dongaria Kondh and Kutia Kondh 
tribes in Odisha. They were successful 
in refusing their consent to Vedanta’s 
bauxite mining project in the 
Niyamgiri hills. But recently, Tribal 
Affairs Minister, in a letter to the 
Power Minister, was forced to set 
aside this requirement of gram sabha 
consent for power lines. Following 
this, the environment ministry revoked 
the requirement for an even broader 
range of linear projects. The recent 
order also appears unjustified and 
arbitrary because the criteria for 
arriving at exemption for linear 
projects and what is meant by “several 
villages” are unclear. Also no 
evidence was provided as to whether a 
gram sabha consent was hindering 
vital development projects. Revoking 
the requirement for local consent is an 
undemocratic step that also removes 
opportunities for critical exploration 
of alternatives, such as realignments, 
or other ways of mitigating a project’s 
ecological and social impacts. 
 

The recent order of the environment 
ministry also conflates projects such 
as roads, power lines, and canals (not 
to mention the ominous ‘etc.’). 
Bundling them together just because 
they are all linear is a serious error as 
the effects of roads or canals on the 
environment or forest cover and on 
local communities are substantially 
different from the effects of power 
lines. Another danger is that the 
ministry’s exemption affects rights 
settlement processes and may lead to 
an unfair rejection of claims. An 
overarching concern is the issue of 
precedent. 
 
The present order of the ministry, 
masterminded by the PMO, to dilute 
legal requirements meant to safeguard 
forest dwellers and the environment, is 
a move towards greater opacity and 
central control. It favours corporate-
industrial interests over local people 
and marginalised communities. The 
government is driving wedges 
between the needs of development and 
environment instead of working to 
reconcile the two. 
 
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-
ed/development-minus-green-
shoots/article4408226.ece?homepage=
true 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Naina Bhardwaj) 
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Growth Without 
Employment 
Reduces Well-Being 
or Happiness 
Quotient of the 
Population 
(Sagar Shah, New Economics 
Foundation, 6 February, 2013) 
 
Maximizing economic growth may 
not be the best way to promote the 
well being or happiness of a nation. 
While the relationship between growth 
and happiness has been an unresolved 
puzzle for economists, evidence 

suggests that the nature of growth 
matters more than the quantity of 
growth. Factors which have a 
significant effect on an individual’s 
well being include: having a job; 
family relationships; trust in others 
and public institutions; and a pleasant 
local environment. 
Growth can have a positive impact on 
well-being, provided it has a positive 
effect on the distribution of income 
gains and on jobs creations. The 
article cites empirical evidence to 
highlight the impact of different kinds 
of economic growth on income 
distribution and job creation. 
According to this evidence, “an 
income increase of $1000 is likely to 
raise the well-being of poor person 
much more than the well-being of a 
rich person. A 1% GDP increase 
which raises the income of lots of low-
income families is thus likely to boost 
a country’s well-being much more 
than growth which simply benefit the 
pockets of a small number of rich 
people.” The article concludes by 
saying that the negative impact of 
unemployment often outweighs the 
loss of income. So growth that is 
associated with a rise in 
unemployment is likely to be 
detrimental for well-being too. 
 
http://www.neweconomics.org/blog/2
013/02/06/the-richer-you-are-the-
happier-you-are 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Karishma Mutreja) 
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Battle for 
Implementation of 
Forest Rights Act 
 (Richard Mahaptra and Kumar 
Sambhav S, Down To Earth, 31 
January, 2013) 
 
The Forest Rights Act (FRA) 
introduced in 2006 proved to be a 
game-changing legislation for tribal 
communities who had been forced to 
leave their lands. The Act gave 
communities the right to protect and 
manage forests under traditional use. 
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It also allowed communities to own, 
manage and sell bamboo, which it 
calls a minor forest produce. FRA 
recognizes rights for settlement and 
farming in forest areas, and 
community rights over minor forest 
produce.  But the legislation has taken 
five years since the implementation to 
take roots since the forest bureaucracy 
opposed FRA and took no steps to 
popularize it. After campaigns by 
NGOs like Vasundhara to sensitize the 
forest dwellers, people have become 
proactive in asserting their rights 
especially for bamboo. They have 
been facing challenges since the 
bureaucracy refuses to help 
communities to prepare forest 
management plans, and contractors 
manipulate the market for their 
benefit. Ambiguity in FRA had made 
it easy for the administration and the 
forest department to wriggle out of 
responsibility. Issues of rights and 
responsibilities of gram sabhas have 
not been touched. It is time for a new 
battle for effective implementation of 
the Act. 
 
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/conten
t/bamboo-rising 
Date Accessed: 13.2.2013 
(Simi Sunny) 
 

Minding the Media  
(The Economic and Political Weekly, 
2 February, 2013) 
 
In December 2012 the Telecom 
Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), 
recommended  that “neither central 
nor state government 
ministries/departments, urban local 
bodies, panchayati raj institutions, 
government-owned companies and 
undertakings or joint ventures with the 
private sector, should enter into the 
“business of broadcasting” or 
distribution of TV channels.” 
Subsequent to the TRAI 
recommendations, the central 
government has set up an inter-
ministerial committee to look into it. 
The author points out that the 
government has been in this business 
for decades, although more in terms of 
broadcasting, both radio and 
television, and less in that of 
distribution.” While news broadcasts 

on government-owned radio and 
television tend to be one-sided, the 
“news” segment is only a small part of 
what the existing government-run 
media put out. TRAI seems to have 
overlooked “the value of Doordarshan 
(DD) and All India Radio (AIR) in 
areas such as documentation of 
disappearing forms of music and 
dance from many parts of India, 
something that would have found little 
support in the commercially-driven 
media of today.” 
 
The author insists that TRAI’s concern 
for a “healthy” media environment 
cannot be addressed through its 
recommendations. “To suggest that a 
truly “free” media must also be 
completely free of government is 
relevant only if the alternative was 
free of corporations. Credibility and 
balance of privately-owned media is 
as questionable as that of government-
owned media.” 
 
The one significant recommendation 
of TRAI’s that the author concurs with 
is “the setting up of a permanent 
media commission on the lines of the 
Telecom Commission. Given the 
exponential growth in the media 
sector, such a commission could look 
at several aspects including licensing, 
monopolies in ownership and 
distribution, vertical and horizontal 
cross-holdings in the media sector, 
television ratings, etc. Media plurality 
is under much greater threat from 
monopolistic tendencies in media 
ownership than an expansion of 
government-owned broadcasting.” 
 
http://www.epw.in/editorials/minding-
media.html 
Date Accessed: 12.2.2013 
(Hansa Kaul) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SECURITY  

 

Another 26/11 in 
Waiting? Report 
Exposes Security 
Loopholes at New 
Delhi Railway 
Station 
(Aditi Ananthnarayanan, India 
Today, 12 February, 2013) 
  
The audit report by the fire safety 
audit team of New Delhi railway 
station shows that nearly 5 lakh 
passengers, who throng the station 
every day are soft targets. The security 
setup is full of loopholes and the risk 
of another 26/11 being repeated at 
New Delhi railway Station is quite 
high. The report states that no lessons 
have been learnt from the bloodbath at 
Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus in 2008. 
 
The biggest concern area is the CCTV 
cameras installed at the railway 
station. There are about 154 cameras 
installed at the station out of which 10 
do not function and many have been 
rendered useless because of poor 
visibility as these are installed at 
strange angles. The report also points 
out that one-third of the baggage 
scanners at the station are not working 
and those working do not detect 
explosives. The station staff is left to 
identify hazardous items only on the 
basis of shape of articles being carried 
by the passengers. Moreover, nearly 
15,000 parcels are booked daily 
without scanning and there is no way 
to verify declaration in manifestos by 
booking parties. The substandard 
security arrangements in place leave 
the passengers vulnerable. 
 
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/secur
ity-lapses-at-new-delhi-railway-
station/1/249962.html 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Naina Bhardwaj) 
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SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC 
EXCLUSION  

Internal Migration: 
ORF Data Labs 
Case Study 
(Ananya Roy, Obeserver Research 
Foundation, 2 February 2013) 
  
The article discusses the 3 following 
important aspects of internal 
migration, taking Bihar as a case study 
for analysing these interlinked 
dimensions.  The reasons for 
migration:-  
 
The predominant reason for migration 
varies across gender and region 
  
● The educational background of 

the migrants 
The education level of these migrants 
plays an important role in the kind of 
employment they seek and get after 
migration which inevitably has a 
bearing on their ability to send 
remittances back to their original place 
of residence 
 
● The kind of employment they 

seek or are able to get before 
and after migration and how 
migration alters their economic 
situation. 
 

Bihar being least urbanised, the 
illiterate migrants from its rural 
interiors can at best find employment 
in menial jobs or fall out of the 
workforce, even after migration. Even 
those with some level of education 
don’t get jobs commensurate with 
their education level. While the 
percentage of rural males not in labour 
decreases after migration, the number 
of rural males employed in the regular 
salaried category declines. 
 
The author points out that for a 
relatively small proportion of rural 
male graduate migrants, 
unemployment in fact rises after 
migration, owing to lack of 
employable skills or greater 
competition in the workforce. The 

author highlights this as a perfect 
illustration of the demand-supply 
mismatch. 
  
http://www.observerindia.com/cms/sit
es/orfonline/modules/analysis/Analysi
sDetail.html?cmaid=47632&mmacmai
d=47633 
Date Accessed: 11.2.2013 
(Hansa Kaul) 
 

Internal Migration 
and Children 
(UNICEF India)  
 
There are approximately 15 million 
child migrants in India of which 
children accompanying their parents 
in the 0–14 year age group may 
constitute about one third of the total 
seasonal migrants. Children are 
therefore the most unrecognized and 
vulnerable groups among internal 
migrants. Studies have shown that 
migration impacts children across 
different age groups as they “forego 
critical inputs necessary for physical, 
psychological and intellectual 
development.” Migrant families find it 
difficult to obtain birth certificates for 
new born children due to lack of 
address proof. They miss out on 
immunization and other health care 
facilities. Preschool children suffer 
from lack of attention from their 
mothers who go out to work. They 
also lose out on access to Anganwadi 
and other care centres. Migration not 
only delays entry into schools for 
older children, it also interrupts 
schooling and increases incidence of 
school drop outs. Many children are 
therefore also exploited as workers on 
constructions sites, brick 
manufacturing kilns etc. Girls are 
forced into early marriages and child 
birth. Policy recommendations in this 
area include child protection 
committees at the panchayat level, 
action against bonded labour, 
mandatory Mother-child centric work 
programme design that includes breast 
feeding breaks, crèches etc. Mobile 
health units and RTE for child 
migrants should be prioritized.  

http://www.unicef.org/india/6_INTER
NAL_MIGRATION_AND_Children_
(03-12-2012).pdf 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(B. Varun Kumar Reddy) 
 

Inequalities and the 
Post-2015 
Development 
Agenda 
(UNRISD, February 2013) 
  
“Over the past two to three decades 
income inequalities have worsened: in 
the decade to 2000 more than two-
thirds of the 85 countries for which 
data are available experienced an 
increase in income inequality as 
measured by the Gini index. As for 
global wealth concentration, at present 
the richest 1 per cent of the world’s 
population owns 40 per cent of global 
assets; the bottom half of the world’s 
population owns just 1 per cent of 
global wealth.” Gender inequalities 
paint no better picture. The average 
shortfall of women’s earnings 
compared to men’s was 22.9 per cent 
in 2008-2009. At this rate it may take 
75 years to achieve equal pay for 
equal work. There has been a shift 
towards “equal opportunity” at the 
expense of “equality of outcomes” in 
policy responses over the past few 
decades. This approach ignores 
structural imbalances that contribute 
to outcome inequality.  This has led to 
increased unemployment, loss of 
bargaining power for the working 
class/labourers, stalling of land 
reforms, neglect of social provisions 
such as health, education food, 
housing etc. There is the added fear 
that widespread social discontent in 
the global south and north could lead 
to the rise of authoritarian regimes. 
Policy makers should look towards 
heterodox development strategies. 
They should consider moving towards 
broad based and universal social 
policies as opposed to narrowly 
targeted provisions. Rights must be 
institutionalized and an active 
citizenry should be promoted. Global 
inequality must be addressed to 
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prevent global crises and shocks from 
affecting national economies. 
  
http://www.unrisd.org/80256B3C005
BCCF9/httpNetITFramePDF?ReadFor
m&parentunid=ACFC5542FBD29F44
C1257B08005902E4&parentdoctype=
brief&netitpath=80256B3C005BCCF
9/(httpAuxPages)/ACFC5542FBD29F
44C1257B08005902E4/$file/02%20-
%20Inequalities.pdf 
Date Accessed: 11.02.2013 
(B. Varun Kumar Reddy) 

 

EDUCATION  

 

No Education in the 
Schools 
(The Economic and Political Weekly, 
2 February 2013) 
  
The article discusses the alarmingly 
skewed state of affairs in our system 
of primary and secondary education. 
According to the Annual Status of 
Education Report (ASER) based on a 
survey conducted by the non-
governmental organisation Pratham 
Education Foundation, “while school 
enrolment numbers have gone up 
(96.5% of all children in the 6-14 age 
group go to school) and school 
infrastructure has improved, 
attendance (in government schools) 
and the overall ability of children to 
read and to do simple mathematical 
exercises have dipped drastically in 
India’s rural classrooms.” This report, 
based on rural household survey 
revealed that “67.8% of the students in 
class V could not read or comprehend 
the study material of class II”, 
highlighting the “dismal status of 
learning in rural India.” 
 
The dropout rate in higher classes 
continues to grow, clearly showing 
that “merely increasing enrolment 
does not add up to better education. 
The more challenging job is to retain 
those who enter school.” 
 
The report attributes this condition to 
the “generally poor training and status 
of the primary schoolteachers” who 
are “recruited on low salaries and have 

to work in abysmal conditions. 
Another significant finding by ASER 
is “the increase in enrolment in private 
schools which had risen from 18.7% 
in 2006 to 28.3% in 2012 and is 
predicted to be 50% in a few years.” 
 
The author argues that “ensuring 
quality education for children is a task 
that involves not just individual 
families but the entire community.” 
He points out that “experiments to 
involve the community as a whole and 
ensure that the village representatives 
have a say in teacher recruitment, 
monitoring and accountability have 
been successful where the 
involvement is high.” 
 
http://www.epw.in/editorials/no-
education-schools.html 
Date Accessed: 11.2.2013 
(Hansa Kaul) 

 

HEALTH  
 

Public Health Data 
Being Collected at 
the Kumbha Mela, 
to Aid in Health 
Research 
(Somini Sengupta, The New York 
Times Blog, 8 February, 2013) 
 
Epidemiologist and public health 
specialists from the South Asia 
Institute at Harvard University are 
using a pool of the 100 million 
pilgrims who congregated at the 
Kumbh Mela, Allahabad to assemble 
the largest public health data ever set 
among a transient population. “They 
are analyzing data from the four 
hospitals that cater to the congregants 
to try to gauge who is ailing from 
what and when. By mapping 
‘complaints, diagnoses, medications 
and geographical origins of patients’, 
they hope to discover disease 
outbreaks and patterns.” 
 
According to the researchers, “the 
real-time surveillance could be useful 
if disease breaks out at the present 

Kumbh Mela and to plan for future 
Kumbh Melas. It could hold lessons 
for other countries looking to tap the 
power of data for public health. This 
will be the largest data set of its kind 
in a temporary mass gathering, thus its 
size will allow researchers to develop 
new metrics for detecting epidemics 
when total population size fluctuates 
widely from day to day.” 
 
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/02/
08/can-big-data-from-epic-indian-
pilgrimage-help-save-lives/ 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Karishma Mutreja) 
 

Fresh Outbreak of 
H1N1 Influenza 
(Press Information Bureau, 12 
February, 2013) 
  
World Health Organisation (WHO) 
had declared the H1N1 influenza to be 
over in August 2010. However, it has 
now confirmed that the pandemic 
virus would take on the behaviour of 
seasonal influenza virus and continue 
to circulate for a few years to come. 
Hence, in the post-pandemic period, 
localized outbreaks of the virus in 
varying magnitude with substantial 
level of H1N1 transmission are 
expected. “In the post pandemic 
period, our country had experienced 
outbreaks during the period August to 
October, 2010; May to July 2011; 
March and October 2012 and now in 
January –February 2013. Increase in 
number of cases of Influenza A H1N1 
are being reported presently from the 
States of Delhi, Gujarat, Haryana, 
Rajasthan and Punjab. Small pockets 
of population who remained 
unexposed to the pandemic and 
susceptible would be affected.” 
 
As the virus is circulating within the 
country, there is no need to impose 
any travel restrictions or screening at 
inter-state point of entry, railway 
stations etc. The situation is well 
under control and is being monitored. 
 
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?
relid=92180 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Anjora Sarangi) 
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Sikkim Shows the 
Path to Healthcare 
(The Northeast Today, 5 February, 
2013)  
 
In order to meet its commitment to 
provide community-based 
comprehensive annual check-ups and 
care, free of charge  and  to bring 
healthcare to the doorsteps of the 
people of Sikkim the healthiest state 
the government of Sikkim initiated a 
scheme Comprehensive Annual and 
Total Check-up for Healthy (CATCH) 
in 2010. 
 
Today CATCH stands as one of the 
most innovative schemes undertaken 
by the state Government tracking the 
health status of 50% of people in the 
state, so that prevention, rather than 
cure, can become the order of the day 
when it comes to public health. 
 
CATCH aims to provide cheaper and 
more effective ways to address the 
healthcare needs of a population than 
providing for expensive treatment 
once disease sets in. In addition to that 
the target “of CATCH is to ensure a 
comprehensive check-up on an annual 
and periodical basis to all people in 
the state. A database of the health 
status of individuals is maintained.” 
 
“Scattered health-based programmes 
are now being converged by building 
partnerships in the health sector. 
Currently, one state referral hospital, 
four district hospitals, 25 primary 
healthcare (PHC) centres, 147 sub-
PHC centres and one medical college 
function in the state. All of these 
establishments are working together to 
implement CATCH.” 
 
http://www.northeasttoday.in/our-
states/sikkim/sikkim-shows-the-
country-path-to-healthcare/ 
Date Accessed 13.02.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 
 

ENERGY  
 

Shining Not So 
Bright: Solar 
Energy in India 
(Eshita Mukherjee, Institute for 
Defence Studies and Analyses, 10 
February 2013) 
 
The article discusses the prospects of 
solar energy industry in India, as the 
nation “confronts the triple challenge 
of climate change, energy security and 
economic development.” 
Currently, coal is the largest raw 
material contributing to electricity 
generation. The domestic shortage of 
coal has hindered the production of 
electricity and, as a consequence, its 
imports have gone up. In this context 
renewable energy sector has gained 
great significance for India in order 
for her to become self sufficient in her 
energy needs. According to the latest 
report of the WorldWatch Institute, 
“India is among the fastest growing 
nations in the renewable energy 
sector, after China, Brazil and the US, 
with investments rising to 62 per 
cent.” 
The government had initiated a 
nationwide programme to provide 
clean, off-grid and mostly solar-
generated power to reduce the 
consumption of kerosene, particularly 
in the rural areas. While it was 
initially promoted as a means to 
achieve energy security, it now helps 
in mitigating the impact of climate 
change. 
Under the Remote Village 
Electrification Programme (RVEP), 
initiated in 2001 a simple kit of one or 
two compact fluorescent lamps CFLs, 
a solar panel, a battery and a solar 
charge regulator was offered. 
According to the author the RVEP 
could only achieve half of its target in 
terms of coverage of villages for the 
following reasons: 
 
●   poor manufacturing of batteries 

and CFLs 
●  poor after-sales issues 
●  corruption in the system of 

distribution, both top-down and 
bottom-up 

●  high start-up cost as well as the 
uncertainty of the quality of the 
panels 

 
According to the author “the share of 
solar energy in grid interactive 
renewable power accounts to nearly 
zero per cent in the overall energy 
mix. The major challenges impacting 
the progress of solar energy today are 
the land needed for installation, 
project development, high cost of 
solar PV technology and energy 
storage. Though these have been 
addressed on paper, implementation 
remains pending” and while 
technological advances continue to 
take place in the sector, India still lags 
behind in terms of having a 
comprehensive solar energy policy. 
 
http://www.idsa.in/idsacomments/Sola
rEnergyinIndia_emukherjee_100213 
Date Accessed: 12.2.2013 
(Hansa Kaul) 

  

Germany’s Energy 
Reform 
(The Economist, 9 February, 2013) 
  
Energiewende which means “energy 
revolution” is the flavour of the season 
in Germany. Germany has decided to 
shut down nuclear power generation 
by 2022 and to get 80% of its power 
from renewable sources by 2050. This 
has given rise to a robust renewable 
energy industry. BMW will produce 
its first “zero-emission” vehicle this 
year. Close to 120 hectares of solar 
panels have been commissioned last 
year. Germany’s renewable subsidy 
was put in place in 2000. 
Energiewende off late has come to 
mean higher energy bills for ordinary 
citizens. Germans pay more for 
electricity than the other Europeans. 
“About half of an average consumer’s 
bill now goes to taxes and subsidies 
for renewables rather than the actual 
price of electricity quoted at the 
European Energy Exchange.” Political 
parties have started to pander to 
popular sentiments by promising to 
lower energy bills by reducing 
subsidies to renewable energy 
industry. “This has led to a 
“redistribution battle”, as some 
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politicians curry favour with voters 
worried mainly about their bills, and 
others seek to appeal to those worried 
about German industry and jobs.” The 
argument that these subsidies will lead 
to lower costs and higher 
competitiveness over the long run 
seem to be an abstract one. There is 
infighting in the federal government 
over control of the energy turf. There 
is a lesson in this for everyone on the 
perils of populist politics affecting 
sensible economic and environmental 
policies. 
  
http://www.economist.com/news/euro
pe/21571440-germanys-national-
energy-project-becoming-cause-
disunion-troubled-turn 
Date Accessed: 14.02.2013 
(B. Varun Kumar Reddy) 
 

TECHNOLOGY  
  

How to use Mobile-
Phone Networks for 
Weather 
Forecasting 
(The Economist, 9 February, 2013) 
  
Weather forecasting requires large 
quantities of data and sophisticated 
equipment such as satellites and radar. 
They also need low-tech equipment 
like rain gauges. While satellites and 
radar cover large areas they are not 
good at measuring granular details. 
Analogue equipment like rain gauges 
do well in collecting granular data but 
their coverage is very limited. “Aart 
Overeem of the Royal Netherlands 
Meteorological Institute and his 
colleagues reckon they have come up 
with another way to keep an eye on 
the rain. It offers, they believe, both 
broad coverage and fine detail.” It 
relies on the omnipresent mobile 
phone networks. Their scheme starts 
from the observation that rain can 
make it harder for certain sorts of 
electromagnetic radiation to travel 
through the atmosphere. Measure this 
impedance (and scrub out any other 
sources of variation) and you can 
measure how rainy it is. They have 

applied this scheme successfully to the 
whole of Netherlands. They generated 
rain maps every 15 minutes using data 
from 2,400 base station links. This 
technology has the potential to 
completely change weather 
forecasting in poor and developing 
countries where weather equipment 
are inadequate but cell phone 
penetration is high. “The technology is 
not perfect: snow and hail are harder 
than rain for microwaves to spot, for 
example. And there are other caveats. 
Mobile networks are densest in urban 
areas, which are also the places most 
likely to have meteorological 
equipment already. Even in the rich, 
urbanised Netherlands, coverage 
outside cities was noticeably patchier. 
But that might eventually prove to be 
a boon, for if the technology becomes 
widespread then weather forecasters 
might contribute to the cost of 
installing base stations in coverage 
blackspots—something for which the 
10% of humanity not yet within range 
of a mobile-phone mast might be 
thankful.” 
  
http://www.economist.com/news/scien
ce-and-technology/21571384-how-
use-mobile-phone-networks-weather-
forecasting-counting-raindrops 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(B. Varun Kumar Reddy) 
 
 
 

 
ENVIRONMENT  

 

PM Creates 
Climate Change 
Panel 
(Ignatius Thekaekera, Greenpeace 
India, February 5, 2013) 
 
“Prime Minister Manmohan Singh has 
established a panel of secretaries from 
several different ministries along with 
the cabinet secretary to support the 
PM’s Council on Climate Change. 
The panel will help the Council 
implement the eight missions to fight 
climate change.” These eight missions 

form the core of the National Action 
Plan of Climate Change (NAPCC), 
which was released by the PM in 
2008.  They represent a long term and 
integrated strategy to combat climate 
change. 
“The panel was constituted to better 
facilitate communication between 
ministries. Both the council and panel 
together hope to create an effective 
response system to issues related to 
climate change.” This will be done by 
ensuring the implementation of the 
eight national missions along with 
advising the PM's council on strategies 
and the way forward. “The 
Environment secretary will be the 
member-secretary of the committee. 
Other officers or experts in the field of 
climate change will also be invited to 
the meetings as and when required.” 
 
http://www.greenpeace.org/india/en/B
log/Community-blogs1/pm-creates-
climate-change-panel/blog/43869/ 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Karishma Mutreja) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AGRICULTURE  
 

Farmer and the 
Budget 
(Ajay Vir Jakhar, The Indian 
Express, 13 February, 2013) 
  
This article suggests that the focus of 
the agricultural sector should be on the 
prosperity of the farmer. “Accurate 
data collection and innovative 
thinking are needed to address the 
myriad issues around Indian 
agriculture. To do this, Budget 2013 
would be a good place to begin.” The 
article suggests that data collection 
and analyses should be carried out in a 
more meticulous manner so as to 
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determine the problems that affect the 
farmer in a large way. This will 
“enable policymakers to make 
informed choices and responsibly 
allocate funds for the farm sector. This 
discussion becomes critical on the eve 
of the budget because deceptive 
indices and data are normally trotted 
out as growth indicators. Good 
policies based on wrong information 
do as much damage as bad policies.” 
The article suggests that a proper 
delivery of services should be the 
focus of the government because the 
set up of the Krishi Vugyan Kendras 
and the Agriculture Technology 
Management Agency (ATMA) 
system, does not deliver the training 
and advice that it is supposed to. “So 
farmers are forced to take advice from 
shopkeepers selling 
agrochemicals...This leads to the 
overuse of inputs. Infrastructure 
expenditure is not the critical 
parameter; delivery of services is.” 

  
http://www.indianexpress.com/news/f
armer-and-the-budget/1073203/ 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Ranjana Adhikari) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LAW AND 
JUSTICE 

 
Revised Food 
Security Bill to be 
Placed in the 
Parliament During 
Budget Session  
(Press Information Bureau, 13 
February, 2013) 
  
The revised National Food Security 
Bill is set to be introduced in the 
Parliament in the coming Budget 

Session for consideration and passage 
so that it ensures the benefit of people 
at the earliest. Prof K.V Thomas, 
Minister of Consumer Affairs, Food & 
Public Distribution, said that “the Bill, 
to provide food security for all in a 
rights based manner, is being finalised 
in the light of recommendations of 
Parliamentary Standing Committee.” 
He said that the States have to play a 
very critical role in this initiative and 
urged them to strengthen Targeted 
Public Distribution System (TPDS) 
including intermediate storage 
facilities at all levels so as to be able 
to successfully implement the Act. 
“The National Food Security Bill was 
introduced in the Lok Sabha in 
December, 2011 and thereafter was 
examined in detail by the 
Parliamentary Standing Committee. 
State Food Ministers’ meet has been 
called by the Centre to have final 
consultations on the Bill in the light of 
recommendations of the Standing 
Committee.”  
  
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?
relid=92180 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Anjora Sarangi) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEFENCE 

 
What China’s 
Missile Intercept 
Test Means? 
(Li Bin, Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, 4 February, 
2013) 

  
China has recently carried out a 
second missile intercept test, as 
Beijing planning to build its national 
defense system. This test analyses the 
purpose, and nature of the test. Over 
the past few years, China’s economic 
activity has been booming at a rapid 

rate, “allowing Beijing to do much 
more than it could before in 
developing its military strength.” The 
use of the kinetic energy technology 
which is used to “hit to kill” is 
apparently used by China after the 
U.S. According to the Information 
Bureau of China’s Defense Ministry, 
“the test is defensive in nature and 
targets no other country.” “China’s 
National Defense White Paper in 2008 
identified “the superiority of the 
developed countries in economy, 
science and technology, as well as 
military affairs” as a security 
challenge and threat. The philosophy 
behind the statement is that China 
would be beaten if it did not keep up 
with other countries in economic, 
scientific, technological, and military 
affairs.” “Chinese scientists have been 
aware of this trajectory since the 
launch of the Strategic Defense 
Initiative and therefore developed 
China’s own hit-to-kill technology. 
China’s 2010 and 2013 missile 
intercept tests demonstrated that the 
country had acquired this technology, 
but that does not mean China has a 
conceptual missile defense system that 
can target incoming missiles from any 
specific country.” “Missile defense 
capability is measured by the number 
of interceptors (also called the 
thickness of the defense), the range of 
an interceptor (referred to here as 
macroperformance), and issues related 
to precision (microperformance). As 
China has a small nuclear force, it 
may still consider a small number of 
interceptors (a “thin” U.S. missile 
defense system) to be a threat.”  “If 
China eventually decides to develop 
its hit-to-kill knowledge into a missile 
defense system, it will be a choice 
made by political leaders and should 
be informed by serious strategic 
studies. China has three potential 
options going forward: First, it can 
delay further action and simply treat 
its missile defense technology as a 
technical reserve to draw on at some 
point in the future. Second, Beijing 
can develop a Chinese version of a 
national missile defense system. 
Third, China can opt to develop a 
point defense system to protect 
command and control centers and 
some strategic weapons.”  
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http://www.carnegieendowment.org/2
013/02/04/what-china-s-missile-
intercept-test-means/fa45 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Ranjana Adhikari) 
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GENDER 
 

Doctors Are 
Aborting 
Daughters: Study 
(Sanchita Sharma, Hindustan Times, 
13 February, 2013) 
 
A study in the international journal, 
‘Demography’ shows that “doctors 
have fewer daughters than the average 
Indian, which indicates that they may 
be using illegal sex-selective abortions 
to have more sons. The fact that 
doctors are responsible for 
implementing the Prenatal Diagnostic 
Techniques Act, which bans foetal sex 
determination for non-medical 
reasons, makes the findings all the 
more shocking.” 
The study reports that in “families 
where one or both parents are doctors, 
the overall child sex ratio is 907 as 
compared to India’s 914.” “If the first 
child was a son, the chances of the 
second child being a girl were higher, 
but if the first child was a girl, the 
average sex ratio of the next second 
plunged to 519, indicating a very 
strong sex selection bias.” 
“The sex ratio was even more skewed 
in three-child families. The sex ratio 
for the third child was 1,000 in 
families with two sons, but it dropped 
to 600 if one of the older siblings was 
a girl and to 455 if both the earlier 
children were girls. Overall, the 
likelihood of a girl being born if the 
family already had a daughter dropped 
38%.” 
The shocking findings of the study 
reflect that increasing literacy, 
affluence and urbanisation have not 
been able to control this trend, 
therefore increases the fear that with 
smaller families and increasing access 
to technology   India’s sex ratio can 
deteriorate to China’s level, where the 
comparable sex ratio at birth is 833. 
 
http://www.hindustantimes.com/India-
news/NewDelhi/Doctors-are-aborting-
daughters-Study/Article1-
1010828.aspx 
Date Accessed 13.02.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 

 

The Everyday 
Violence Against 
Pregnant Women in 
India  
(Allyn Gaestel & Allison Shelley, 
The Atlantic, 12 February, 2013) 
  
“India's other sexual violence is the 
failure to care for pregnant women, 
medically and socially. The ingrained 
iniquities and widespread disregard 
for women's needs during pregnancy 
and childbirth contribute to India's 
shockingly high maternal death 
rates.”More women die from child 
birth in India than any other country in 
the world. The authors describe a 
caesarean operation on a woman 
named Sugia Devi in Bihar. Sugia was 
taken to a hospital when she local 
doctor could her help her deliver at 
home and contrary to expectations the 
operation is carried out in a callous 
manner. She was given local 
anaesthesia and was repeatedly beaten 
into submission. The doctors even 
took phone calls in the middle of the 
operation. These actions run against 
the World Health Organisation’s 
guidelines for caesarean operations. 
The hospital charges came to 
Rs.9000/- which was a crippling 
amount for a poor, low-caste family in 
Bihar. Violence at the hands of health 
providers during delivery is one of the 
reasons why women prefer to deliver 
at home. This aspect has gone under 
reported. One reason for her 
complications was her anaemic 
condition. In most families women eat 
after men, and daughters-in-law eat 
last among the women. “This 
ingrained social norm means men eat 
more nutritious meals everyday, which 
weakens women throughout their lives 
and makes them more susceptible to 
diseases.” This deprives them of much 
needed nutrition. 38% of men are 
anaemic in Bihar while 68% of 
women are anaemic. “At every step in 
the process Devi embodied India's 
ongoing attacks on women, be they 
decisions to feed them last, marry 
them as teenagers, skimp on their 
medical care, or gang rape them on a 

bus. With violence permeating their 
sexual lives, from conception to 
delivery, the deadly rape cases are 
only the most publicized examples of 
a quieter epidemic. Girls under 15 are 
five times more likely to die in 
childbirth than women in their 
twenties, but child brides are 
immediately expected to start 
producing children.” 
  
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/arc
hive/2013/02/the-everyday-violence-
against-pregnant-women-in-
india/273045/ 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(B. Varun Kumar Reddy) 
 

DISABLED  
 

Defending the 
Rights of the 
Disabled  
(rt.com, 13 February 2013) 
 
“A Texas waiter who refused to serve 
a customer that made fun of a child 
with Down syndrome has used his 
publicity and unexpected donations to 
set up a scholarship at a school for 
special needs children. Michael 
Garcia, a 45-year-old waiter at 
Laurenzo’s restaurant in Houston, has 
regularly served a family that includes 
a 5-year-old child with Down 
syndrome, Milo Castillo. But when 
another family seated nearby ridiculed 
the child and moved to a table further 
away from Castillo, Garcia refused to 
serve the rude customers. One of the 
guests had told his family that 
“special needs kids should be kept in 
special places” – a statement that 
prompted the waiter to react.” 
 
Approximately 400,000 Americans 
suffer from Down syndrome, many of 
which are discriminated against in the 
public sphere. From being barred from 
flying first class to being stared at in 
public, special needs children and 
adults are too often treated unkindly. 
So when Garcia stood up for a child 
suffering from Down syndrome he 
received an unprecedented support. 
“Garcia has been receiving letters, 
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unusually high tips, gifts, and 
unexpected donations from people 
thanking him for standing up for the 
boy and potentially putting his job at 
risk, the Houston Chronicle reports.” 
 
Garcia has taken the cause a step 
further by donating all the money he 
has received ( $1,145) to the boy’s 
school, the Rise School of Houston. 
“The preschool offers a special 
program for children born with Down 
syndrome and other disabilities, and 
Garcia’s donation will be used for a 
scholarship fund.” 
 
“When you have something like this 
with someone who had no reason to be 
kind – he doesn’t have relatives with 
special needs, he’s not a teacher – but 
he did it out of a sense of what was 
right and from his heart, it gives us 
hope,” Ashley Kress, development 
director of the preschool, told the 
Chronicle. “Like, OK, if Michael can 
do that then maybe other people in the 
world can do that, too.” 
 
The boy’s mother, Kim Castillo, 
continues to express thankfulness for 
what Garcia did – first by defending 
her child, and then by giving away the 
money he received.“What he’s doing 
is not only inspirational, but it’s going 
to hopefully push people to make 
donations to this amazing, amazing 
school,” she said. 
 
When Garcia visited the preschool to 
present the check, he received a paper 
crown that the students had made for 
him, adorned with plastic jewels and 
stickers. A group of preschoolers 
performed a song in sign language to 
say thanks to the waiter who they 
described as a “kind of God” and a 
“kind of Martin Luther King.” While 
Americans have thanked Garcia for 
his generosity, the man continues to 
act humbly, claiming that the focus 
should be on the children – not him. 
 
“The children are the real heroes,” he 
told Fox News. “I don’t feel like a 
hero in any way. It’s the children. 
That’s what this is about, helping the 
children.” 
 

Garcia said that he will now use his 
free time to continue raising 
awareness about special needs 
children and to work towards a 
nationwide tolerance for those with 
disabilities. Connor Long, an 18-year-
old Colorado resident who suffers 
from Down syndrome, wrote an open 
letter to Garcia, outlining his gratitude 
for an action that he says is very rare. 
 
“It is unfortunate that the act of a 
decent, caring, everyday human being 
willing to do the right thing is so 
rare,”  he wrote in the letter, which 
was published on the website of the 
National Down Syndrome Society.  
 
“People with special needs don’t need 
more heroes, we need more everyday 
people like you who are willing to do 
and say what is fair and supportive, 
simply because it is the right thing to 
do and needs to be done. That is not a 
special need – it is an ordinary need.” 
 
http://rt.com/usa/news/waiter-
syndrome-special-garcia-056/ 
Date Accessed: 14 .02. 2013 
(Sushree Panigrahi) 
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WORLD  

 

Time to Resolve the 
Water Issues with 
China 
(Himanshu Thakkar, Hindustan 
Times, 12 February, 2013) 
 
The recent news reports that China is 
planning to build three more dams on 
Yarlung Tshangpo, the main tributary 
of the Brahmaputra has raised many 
concerns for India. Though the project 
is said to be useful for irrigation and 
flood control, there is clear evidence 
that these hydropower projects will 
have adverse downstream impacts. 
“Considering China's past record, any 
assurances from them of being 
responsible towards downstream 
countries do not hold water. Such 
projects have several adverse impacts: 
submergence, displacement, 
deforestation and destruction of 
aquatic and terrestrial biodiversity, to 
name a few. The Chinese projects on 
the Tsangpo will have significant 
impact on India: changed water and 
silt flow patterns, increased flood and 
erosion capacity of river and adverse 
impact on biodiversity in the river that 
has close links with the livelihoods of 
lakhs.” 
 
India has failed to respond to such 
issues in a firm way in the past. The 
parliament did not take any action 
against China’s role in the destructive 
floods in Himachal Pradesh in August 
2000 and in Arunachal Pradesh in 
June 2000. The United Nations on 
Non-Navigation Use of Water was the 
apt platform for India to raise its 
concerns but “India did a disservice to 
its cause by abstaining from voting in 
favour during the debate for the 
convention and not ratifying it later.” 
It is high time that India pushes for 
water treaty with China to respond to 
these issues. 
 
http://www.hindustantimes.com/View
sSectionPage/ColumnsOthers/Chinese
-checkers/Article1-1010765.aspx 
Date accessed: 13.2.2013 

(Simi Sunny) 
 

Bhutan as Strategic 
Ally  
(Ashok B Sharma, The Echo of 
India, 13 February, 2013) 
 
India and China are the two emerging 
powers which are going to influence 
and shape the geopolitics of Asia. 
Bhutan, which is placed in the midst 
of two rivals, therefore, assumes 
strategic importance. India’s 
relationship with Bhutan has always 
been harmonious and China, which is 
well aware of this fact will make every 
effort to influence Bhutan to extend its 
power all over South Asia. China has 
so far built six roads close to Bhutan’s 
border towns in the north and 
northwest. 
 
The boundary issue between Bhutan 
and China remain unresolved. The 
boundary in north-western and central 
Bhutan has not been demarcated, thus 
making the strategic Chumbi valley – 
a vital tri-junction between Bhutan, 
India and China, which is five km 
from the Siliguri corridor in India – a 
space of contested aspirations. Losing 
of Siliguri corridor would mean India 
snapping direct contact with its north-
eastern region, Nepal and Bhutan. 
 
China’s exclusive focus on the 
western sector of Bhutan should be a 
worry for India owing to its 
geostrategic importance of sharing 
borders with Tibet (on the Chinese 
side) and Sikkim (on the Indian side). 
Bhutan too, well aware of China’s 
aggressive postures, has looked 
towards India for security. 
 
But 2007 onwards, after amendment 
of Article II of 1949 India-Bhutan 
Friendship Treaty, India can no longer 
directly guide Bhutan. The revised 
treaty recognizes Bhutan’s 
“sovereignty and territorial integrity” 
which were absent in the original 
treaty. 
 
Voices for settling border dispute with 
China are gaining momentum in the 
Bhutan National Assembly. If the 
border dispute were settled in China’s 

favour, then its influence in Bhutan’s 
north-western part namely Haa, Paro 
and Samste would increase and make 
India’s Siliguri corridor strategically 
vulnerable. 
India should, therefore, step up its 
diplomacy and the message that it is 
for the all round development of 
Bhutan and its people. India should 
extend more and more development 
assistance to Bhutan, give access to 
Bhutanese products and services in 
Indian market and help to preserve its 
environment, ecology and culture, 
apart from the plans for modernization 
of the Himalayan kingdom. The best 
way to integrate this landlocked 
country southwards is through the 
forum – Bay of Bengal Initiative for 
Multi-Sectoral Technical and 
Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC). 
 
http://echoofindia.com/reflex-
action/bhutan-strategic-ally-23017 
Date Accessed: 14.02.2013 
(Naina Bhardwaj) 
 

 Strengthening Ties 
with India  
(Bhutan Observer, 8 February, 2013) 

  
This report talks about the two day 
visit of Bhutan’s Prime Minister, 
Lyonchhen Jigmi Y Thinley to India 
to thank President Pranab Mukherjee 
for India’s support and assistance “to 
Bhutan’s development, the democratic 
transition and the high importance 
attached by India to bilateral relations 
with Bhutan.” Bhutan’s Prime 
Minister also met Dr. Manmohan 
Singh and they reviewed the current 
relationship between the two countries 
and “expressed satisfaction on the 
growing ties, mutual goodwill and 
friendship.” Prime Minister 
Lyonchhen Jigmi Y Thinley also 
discussed issues such as future 
cooperation in the field of hydropower 
and also a mutual integration between 
the two economies. “The two Prime 
Ministers, over a luncheon hosted by 
Prime Minister Dr Manmohan Singh 
at his residence, also agreed to 
institute a structured forum for policy 
dialogues between the two countries.” 
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http://www.bhutanobserver.bt/strength
ening-ties-with-india/ 
(Date Accessed: 12.02.2013) 
Ranjana Adhikari 
 

India Clears 
Hydropower 
Project on 
Brahmaputra to 
Counter China 
(The Northeast Today, 11 February, 
2013)  
 
The government has given clearance 
to the 800 MW Tawang-II 
hydropower project in Arunachal 
Pradesh, which had been pending 
clearance from a long time. The big 
hydropower project is suppose to mark 
India’s stake in the Brahmaputra river 
that is in many ways a lifeline of the 
strategic northeast, especially in the 
absence of a water sharing treaty with 
China. 
 
“With China seemingly on a dam-
constructing spree over the 
Brahmaputra, including one near the 
point where the river enters India,” is 
compelling India to push its project to 
counter China. “China’s 510 MW 
capacities Zangmu dam, being built on 
the Brahmaputra bend section, would 
supply water to China’s dry regions in 
the north,” but it would starve the 
Assam and Bangladesh of water in the 
summer seasons. “China has also 
announced plans to build three dams 
Dagu, Jiacha and Jiexu on the river as 
a part of its aggressive planning to 
provide for energy and water needs of 
its 1.3 billion people.” Officials 
revealed that “China has 25 other dam 
projects in the pipeline on the 
Brahmaputra.” 
 
In spite of Chinese Government 
assuring India that the new dam 
projects will not affect water flow to 
India, but it can always exercise its 
rights as an upper riparian state. 
Therefore “India should engage with 
China to make it aware of its 
obligations so that it does not affect 
India’s interests.” 
 

However “lack of coordination among 
government departments on working 
out an effective way on how to tackle 
the urgent issue, implying that the 
government, particularly the external 
affairs ministry, may be downplaying 
its adverse repercussions on India” 
was pointed out by officials. 
 
http://www.northeasttoday.in/our-
states/assam/india-clears-hydropower-
project-on-brahmaputra-to-counter-
china/ 
Date Accessed 13.02.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 
 

Productive 
Treaties; India and 
Bangladesh 
(Deccan Herald, 28 January, 2013) 
 
The article discusses the implications 
of the recently concluded agreements 
between India and Bangladesh. On 
28th January, 2013, the Union home 
minister Sushil Kumar Shinde and his 
Bangladesh counterpart Muhiuddin 
Khan Alamgir signed an extradition 
treaty and an agreement to liberalise 
the visa regime between the two 
countries. 
 
The author points out that the 
extradition treaty will help both the 
states to “deal more effectively with 
criminals and other elements who 
operate taking advantage of the porous 
nature of the border. The treaty clearly 
shows how Dhaka has been 
increasingly “sensitive to India’s 
security concerns and its strong 
actions against ULFA leaders have 
slowed anti-India activities from 
Bangladesh territory.” The treaty will 
most likely facilitate the extradition of 
Anup Chetia, general secretary of 
ULFA who is loyal to the anti-
dialogue faction and is in custody in 
Bangladesh. 
 
A friendlier visa regime on the other 
hand will help to improve people-to-
people and business relations between 
the two countries which have strong 
historical, cultural and economic ties. 
All sections like traders, students, 
patients and senior citizens will be 

benefitted by the easing of the present 
short duration visa regulations.” 
 
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/
308212/india-bangladesh-ink-
extradition-treaty.html 
Date Accessed: 11.2.2013 
(Hansa Kaul) 
 

INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS 

 

North Korea’s 
Nuclear Test 
Contemned by 
International 
Community  
(Al Jazeera, 12 February, 2013) 
  
North Korea has successfully carried 
underground nuclear tests involving a 
new "miniaturised" device on 12 
February. This is the nation’s third 
nuclear test. According to the Korean 
Central News Agency , “the high-level 
nuclear test, unlike in the past, had 
more explosive power and involved a 
miniaturised and lighter atomic bomb 
and was staged safely and perfectly.” 
The testing is aimed towards coping 
with “outrageous” US hostility that 
“violently” undermines North Korea’s 
peaceful, sovereign rights to launch 
satellites. The magnitude of the 
"explosion-like event" was roughly 
twice as large as that of a 2009 nuclear 
test in North Korea, the 
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test Ban 
Treaty Organisation, a group 
monitoring nuclear tests, said. 
 
This move has come under severe 
criticism from the international 
community. “UN Secretary-General 
Ban Ki-moon said it was “deplorable” 
that North Korea had defied 
international appeals to refrain from 
such provocative acts.” US President 
Barack Obama has called for swift and 
credible action by the international 
community as the test is a threat to 
regional security. Even though it is 
trade with China that enabled the 
impoverished North to survive for 
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decades since the end of the Korean 
War, China has also expressed “firm 
opposition” to the test. “Meanwhile 
Iran, hit by UN sanctions for its 
controversial nuclear programme that 
the West believes is aimed at 
developing nuclear weapons, called 
for the destruction of all atomic 
weapons after North Korea's test. 
 
"We need to come to the point where 
no country has any nuclear weapons 
and at the same time all weapons of 
mass destruction and nuclear arms 
need to be destroyed," foreign 
ministry spokesman Ramin 
Mehmanparast said."At the same all 
countries should have the right to 
make use of nuclear activities for 
peaceful purposes." 
 
 http://www.aljazeera.com/news/asia-
pacific/2013/02/201321285324395905
.html 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Anjora Sarangi) 
 

SOUTH ASIA  
 

Like Cattle, From 
Kabul  
(Syed Nazakat, The Week, 9 
February, 2013) 
 
This article reveals a disturbing story 
of how Afghanistan has become a 
source, transit point and destination 
for victims of sex-trafficking. Like the 
drug trade, trafficking takes place in a 
shadowy world. Some girls are 
cheated by pimps and sold to 
traffickers. Others are abducted, raped 
and psychologically pummelled into 
submission. The rampant trafficking 
has put Afghanistan on the US's “Tier 
2 watch list” of countries which are 
failing to fight human trafficking. 
Human trafficking in Afghanistan 
grew as the many decades of war 
caused displacement of millions. 
Chronic poverty and growing crime 
increased the vulnerability of women. 
Geography is another crucial factor; 
Afghanistan has six direct neighbours 
including Iran, Pakistan and 
Tajikistan. Many of these borders are 
nearly impossible to guard, thanks to 

inaccessible terrain and tribal 
fiefdoms. The trafficking network has 
both local and international routes. 
The routes, most often, connect to 
Gulf countries (mostly, the UAE), 
Pakistan and Iran; India is a relatively 
new destination. Traffickers exploit 
vulnerabilities and lack of 
opportunities. They make promises of 
marriage, employment, education, or a 
better life. The introduction of a direct 
flight between Kandahar and Delhi 
and an increase in the number of 
Kabul-Delhi flights has in part 
facilitated the trafficking. In a bid to 
strengthen its ties with Afghanistan, 
India has also been generous with 
visas; in 2012, the Indian embassy in 
Kabul issued around 58,000 visas. 
Though the majority of them were for 
patients, a good number were also for 
young Afghans in search of a better 
life and future.  
 
 At present, 727 victims of rape and 
trafficking are being rehabilitated at 
eight shelters run by the Afghan 
government. These shelters, first 
established in 2007, are temporary 
homes providing protection, 
accommodation, training and health 
care to the victims. Many such shelters 
are managed by the local and 
international NGOs. Victims who 
cannot find a place in the shelters 
often end up in prison. The Afghan 
constitution, written after the fall of 
the Taliban in 2001, enshrines equal 
rights for men and women. And the 
new landmark law, passed in 2009, 
has for the first time criminalised 
forced marriages. Yet, women remain 
at the receiving end. Like the 
overwhelming presence of foreign 
troops on Afghanistan's streets, there 
is also the overwhelming absence of 
women in public. 
 
http://week.manoramaonline.com/cgi-
bin/MMOnline.dll/portal/ep/theWeek
Content.do?contentId=13404555&pro
gramId=1073755753&tabId=13&BV_
ID=@@@&categoryId=-195481 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Naina Bhardwaj) 
 

Pakistan Hatches 
Scheme to Claw 
Back Tax 
(Peter Shadbolt, CNN, 11 February, 
2013) 
 
The article reports that Pakistan has 
one of the highest rates of tax evasion 
in the world. Out of the country’s 180 
million merely 800,000 pays tax. Even 
those who do pay tax pay as little as $ 
130 a year and according to 
government figures its budget deficit 
stands at a massive $17 billion. 
  
The Pakistani government had 
previously designed several tactics to 
raise taxes like “media campaigns 
aimed at getting shopkeepers to 
display their tax certificates, to the 
bizarre - groups of transvestites hired 
to shame tax debtors into paying.” As 
a part of a permanent solution, 
Pakistan’s National Data Base and 
Registration Authority (NADRA) is 
aiming to “to put every Pakistani adult 
into one of the world's largest multi-
biometric databases.” 
At the same time Pakistan tax system 
is riddled with exemptions Therefore 
the article says that “if the complexity 
of a country's tax structure has a direct 
correlation with non-payment, then 
Pakistan would win a gold medal.” 
Pakistan's tax chief Ali Arshad 
Hakeem said that “by not paying their 
taxes, developed Pakistanis are forcing 
poverty on the rest of the country.” He 
is also “calling for a tax amnesty with 
a difference -- a one-time payment 
with no questions asked about the past 
but a promise to file tax returns for the 
next four years. 
The aim is to bring people into the tax 
net for life. For those who still refuse, 
Pakistan's Federal Board of Revenues 
-- the main tax collection agency -- 
plans to get tough. While the proposal 
has yet to become law, the hope is that 
the new measure will bring down the 
country's crippling deficit and its 
reliance on foreign loans.” 
  
Nevertheless, some senior analysts 
have criticized the scheme as a license 
to launder money and stated that the 
“plan was unfair to those who did pay 
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taxes and would encourage others to 
wait for similar amnesties in the 
future.” 
 
http://edition.cnn.com/2013/02/11/wor
ld/asia/pakistan-
tax/index.html?hpt=ias_c2 
Date Accessed 13.02.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 
 

Poverty in 
Afghanistan 
Leading to Drug 
Addicts 
(AFP, Al Arabiya News, February 
12, 2013) 
  
Poverty in Afghanistan is leading to a 
rapid increase in drug addicts in the 
country. “According to the UNODC, 
the number of drug users in 
Afghanistan grew by 53 percent from 
2005 to 2010. The latest U.S. State 
Department survey on drug use in 
Afghanistan says the number of adult 
drug users could exceed 1.3 million, 
out of an estimated population of up to 
30 million, with nearly 300,000 
children affected.” 
  
The rising drug addiction is due to the 
easy availability of opium. 
Afghanistan produces 90% of the 
world’s opium used to make heroin. 
Since opium is easily available, some 
don’t even think of it as drug 
addiction. Opium is often used by the 
poor who cannot afford medicines, as 
a pain killer or as a remedy for flu and 
stomach aches. According to health 
officials, “majority of the families 
don’t know about the side-effects of 
opium.” This matter is of serious 
concern to Afghanistan as 60 percent 
of the Afghan population are under 25 
and 52 percent of the population is 
under 18 years old. The increasing 
proportion of drug users amongst the 
youth will have a negative impact on 
the future of the country. 
 
http://english.alarabiya.net/articles/20
13/02/12/265798.html?PHPSESSID=5
9908so1k8u44tvsuurip0mip3 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Karishma Mutreja) 
 

EAST AND 
SOUTH EAST 

ASIA  
 

North Korea 
Confirms Third 
Nuclear Test 
(Rachel Hirshfeld, Arutz Sheva, 12 
February, 2013) 

  
North Korea has announced that it has 
conducted its most powerful nuclear 
test, in a “striking act of defiance that 
drew condemnations from around the 
world.” According to the “Korean 
Central News Agency” (KCNA), the 
nuclear test performed has a greater 
explosive force and operated on a 
smaller and lighter device. The report 
said, “The test was carried out as part 
of practical measures of counteraction 
to defend the country's security and 
sovereignty in the face of the 
ferocious hostile act of the U.S.” 
“Obama denounced the test and called 
for a "swift" and "credible" 
international response, as the Security 
Council prepared to meet to discuss 
the volatile situation. Condemnation 
came from others including Russia, 
while Japan saw a "grave threat" to its 
own security.” China on the other 
hand expressed a “firm opposition” to 
this test, and claimed that this test was 
performed “despite widespread 
opposition from the international 
community.” In its statement, the 
foreign ministry said, “We strongly 
urge the DPRK (North Korea) to 
honor its commitment to 
denuclearisation, and not to take any 
actions which might worsen the 
situation.” 
 
North Korea has a substantial amount 
of uranium deposit and experts are 
speculating that North Korea has 
switched from using plutonium to 
uranium for their nuclear programs. 
Paik Hak-Soon, a North Korea expert 
at the Sejong Institute in Seoul said, 
“The only real option for curbing 
further provocation is starting a 
dialogue with the North, but that will 
be very difficult given the domestic 

political pressure on leaders in the US, 
South Korea and Japan.” 

  
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/N
ews/News.aspx/165152#.URon9aU4u
So 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Ranjana Adhikari) 
 

MIDDLE-EAST  
 

Regional training in 
Amman to Address 
the Illicit 
Trafficking of 
Cultural Heritage 
in Syria 
(United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
10 February, 2013) 

  
The Amman office in Syria organized 
a four day training workshop from 
10th to the 13th February “to promote 
awareness and cooperation to prevent 
the illicit trafficking of Syrian cultural 
property and to promote regional 
cooperation.” This is an initiative by 
UNESCO to respond to the Syrian 
crisis and respond to the needs of the 
Syrian refugees of the region. This 
initiative will bring together 
“representatives of customs and 
heritage departments from Syria and 
neighbouring countries as well as 
international experts from countries 
such as Switzerland, Italy, France, 
Germany and the United States to 
discuss the situation of the illicit 
traffic and the looting of cultural 
artefacts of Syria. The training draws 
on the experience gained by UNESCO 
in other conflict and post-conflict 
situations, such as Iraq, and 
Afghanistan in order to propose 
actions to address the current threats 
of illicit trafficking of Syrian cultural 
property.” Director-General of 
UNESCO, Irina Bokova, said, “For 
UNESCO, respect for culture is an 
integral part of respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. We 
must join efforts to safeguard and 
protect Syrian cultural heritage,” 



 

 

SECTION 4:  INDIA AND THE WORLD 

UNESCO aims to safeguard the 
cultural identity of Syria therefore 
protecting the archaeological sites and 
cultural property that can be destroyed 
by armed conflict. 

  
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/amman
/about-this-office/single-
view/news/regional_training_in_amm
an_to_address_the_illicit_trafficking_
of_cultural_heritage_in_syria/ 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Ranjana Adhikari) 
 

AMERICAS  
 

Barack Obama 
Calls for Economic 
Revival in the US 
(India Today, 13 February, 2013) 
  
In his speech at a joint session of 
Congress, US President Barack 
Obama talked about the economic 
revival of the country which had 
remained an ‘unfinished task’ in his 
last term. He urged the Congress “to 
embrace his plans to use government 
money to create jobs and strengthen 
the nation's middle class.” He also 
announced steps to “reduce the U.S. 
military footprint abroad, with 34,000 
American troops withdrawing from 
Afghanistan within a year.” He 
rebuked North Korea strongly for its 
sudden and dangerous nuclear test. 
 
“Highlights of the economic and other 
proposals President Barack Obama 
called for in his State of the Union 
address: 
 
- JOBS: Partner with businesses and 
communities to invest in American-
made technologies through a network 
of Manufacturing Innovation 
Institutes, three of which Obama said 
he will create by executive order. 
Eliminate tax breaks that encourage 
companies to move jobs outside the 
U.S., and rewrite the tax code. 
 
- HOUSING: Spend $15 billion to 
help communities awash in foreclosed 
and vacant properties rebuild while 
creating construction jobs. 
 

- MINIMUM WAGE: Increase the 
federal minimum wage, currently 
$7.25 an hour, to $9 in stages by the 
end of 2015, and allow for automatic 
increases to keep pace with inflation. 
Republican presidential candidate Mitt 
Romney supported the idea of 
indexing the minimum wage to 
inflation. 
 
- GUN CONTROL: Ban assault 
weapons and ammunition magazines 
that can hold more than 10 rounds, 
require background checks for all 
firearms purchases and increase access 
to mental health services. 
 
- AFGHANISTAN: Withdraw 34,000 
U.S. military forces, just under half 
the 66,000 troops still there, within a 
year. 
 
- IMMIGRATION: Continue to 
tighten the border, crack down on 
employers who knowingly hire illegal 
immigrants, establish a pathway to 
citizenship for the estimated 11 
million immigrants in the country 
without, and streamline the 
immigration system for families, 
workers and businesses. 
 
- WOMEN: Renew the Violence 
Against Women Act to help protect 
victims of domestic violence and help 
law enforcement investigate and 
prosecute sexual assaults. The Senate 
voted Tuesday to renew the law; 
Obama called on the House to quickly 
send him a bill. 
 
- EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION: Provide access to a 
high-quality preschool for all children 
from families with low or moderate 
incomes. 
 
- TRADE: Begin talks on a 
comprehensive trade agreement with 
the European Union to promote the 
exchange of goods across the Atlantic. 
 
- FEDERAL BUDGET: Continue to 
work toward the goal of $4 trillion in 
deficit reduction and stabilizing the 
debt as a percentage of the economy, 
both over 10 years. 
 
- INFRASTRUCTURE: Spend $50 
billion on a "Fix It First" program for 

urgent repairs to roads, bridges and 
railways. 
 
- ENERGY-CLIMATE CHANGE: 
Make permanent and refundable a tax 
credit for renewable energy to help 
double the production from wind, 
solar and geothermal sources by 2020. 
Help states cut energy waste and 
increase efficiency through a 
competitive grant program modelled 
after a similar program for education. 
Direct Cabinet secretaries to identify 
additional executive steps to deal with 
climate change. 
 
- EDUCATION: Launch a 
competition to help redesign and 
modernize high schools, and create a 
corps of 10,000 of the nation's 
brightest science and math teachers to 
improve instruction in the fields of 
science, technology, engineering and 
math.”  
 
The main hindrance to Obama’s 
objectives is the Congress, which 
remains completely divided on several 
of the issues which were highlighted 
during Obama’s speech. 
 
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/bara
ck-obama-state-of-the-union-address-
speech/1/250001.html 
Date Accessed: 13.02.2013 
(Anjora Sarangi) 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SECTION 5:  BOOKS & OPINIONS 

BOOKS 
 

China and 
Socialism: Market 
Reforms and Class 
Struggle 
by Martin Hart-Landsberg and Paul 
Burkett 
 
Hart-Landsberg and Burkett’s ‘China 
and Socialism’ argues that market 
reforms in China are leading away 
from the socialist model of growth and 
towards a capitalist development path. 
This path is characterized with 
enormous social and political costs, 
both domestically and internationally. 
“The transition to the market has been 
based on rising unemployment, 
intensified exploitation, declining 
health and education services, 
exploding government debt, and 
unstable prices.” Thus the authors are 
of the opinion that “the rapid 
economic growth that accompanied 
these market reforms have not been 
due to efficiency gains, but rather to 
the erosion of a socialist infrastructure 
that made possible a remarkable 
degree of equality.” 
 
http://monthlyreview.org/press/books/
pb1234/ 
Date Accessed: 12.02.2013 
(Karishma Mutreja) 
 

OPINIONS  
 

India’s Traditional 
Perspective of 
Distrust    
(Editorial, Muhammad Amir Rana, 
Dawn, 10 February, 2013) 
 
The author argues that “the Indian 
policy of viewing the Line of Control 
(LoC) incidents or other incidents of 
terrorism in India from a traditional 
perspective of distrust won’t help to 
strengthen bilateral engagement for 
regional peace and stability. To reduce 
the impact of such incidents, the 
restoration of a joint counterterrorism 

mechanism between the two countries 
is a possible way forward.” 
The author says that India continues to 
be apprehensive about the possibility 
of militants based in Pakistan’s tribal 
areas turning against India. “Indian 
apprehensions of Kashmir-centric 
militancy seem an attempt to ensure 
international guarantees and to keep 
building pressure on Pakistan in this 
regard” says the author. 
Referring to The Institute for Defence 
Studies and Analyses, recent report 
the author points out that the think 
tank’s “assessment fantasises the 
Indian threat perception and indicates 
that the Indian security establishment 
is reluctant to consider emerging 
strategic shifts in Pakistan’s security 
doctrine in line with new security 
challenges and internal and regional 
geo-economic realities.” 
He further says that “as far as the 
militant threat is concerned, the Indian 
approach doesn’t reflect the ground 
realities. Apart from the Kashmir-
focused militant organisations 
weakened capability to re-trigger the 
insurgency inside Kashmir, their cause 
and modus operandi now hold little 
attraction in Kashmir and Pakistan. As 
far as Kashmir’s indigenous groups 
are concerned, most of them 
eventually disappeared and those 
remaining have lost their operational 
capabilities.” 
The author admits that that militancy 
is a grave internal issue for Pakistan 
but he argues that it has less potential 
to be turned against India. 
 
http://dawn.com/2013/02/10/roots-of-
mistrust/ 
Date Accessed 13.02.2013 
(Junty Sharma Pathak) 
 


